Abstract. We show that the lattice Hadwiger (=kissing) number of superballs is exponential in the dimension. The same is true for some more general convex bodies.
Introduction
Let C be a convex body (i.e., a convex closed subset with non-empty intrerior) in a finite-dimensional vector space R n . A Hadwiger family of C is a collection of translates of C, all touching C and with pairwise disjoint interiors. The Hadwiger number (or translative kissing number) H(C) of C is the maximum number of translates in a Hadwiger family of C. If B := 1 2 (C − C) is the central symmetral of C then as was observed already by Minkowski, {v i + C : i ∈ I} is a Hadwiger family if and only if {v i + B : i ∈ I} is a Hadwiger family. Also, {v i + B : i ∈ I} is a Hadwiger family if and only if {v i , i ∈ I} is a collection of unit vectors in the normed space with B as unit ball, such that ||v i − v j || > 1, ∀i = j ∈ I. We call the Hadwiger number H(B X ) of the unit ball of a finite-dimensional normed space X the Hadwiger number H(X) of X. Moreover, in the present note we are concernened only with the lattice Hadwiger number H L (C) defined to be the largest size of a Hadwiger family {v i + C : i ∈ I} of C that is contained in a lattice packing {v + C : v ∈ Λ}, where Λ is a (full rank) lattice. By Minkowski's observation we can and will suppose that C = B X and consider
Swinnerton-Dyer [10] showed that H L (C) ≥ n 2 + n for all n-dimensional convex bodies C which is the best-known lower bound valid for all convex bodies. Zong [13] (see also [9] , Sec. 2.2) conjectured that
for some absolute constant c > 1 (in fact, in [13] this is formulated rather as a problem than a conjecture). However, until very recently the best asymptotic lower bound for H L (except the trivial case of hypercubes B n ∞ ) was that of the Euclidean ball B n = B n 2 , namely
attained by the Barnes-Wall lattice, as noted by Leech [7] .
The author recently showed in [12] that
for an absolute constant κ > 0 which confirms the conjecture in the case of the Euclidean ball. The purpose of the present note is to show that the same technique can prove the conjecture for many other bodies, for example, classical superballs, i.e. unit balls B n p in the finite dimensional spaces l p , p ≥ 1, as well as for some of their generalizations considered in the paper [5] .
The rest of the note is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall some necessary results on error-correctig codes, in Section 3 we prove (1.1) for classical superballs by a simplification of the method in [12] , and in Section 4 we give further examples of bodies verifying (1.1) for which we need slightly modify the construction.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall some essential for our constructions definitions and results on linear error-correcting codes.
Error-correcting codes
Let us recall several facts about (linear error-correcting) codes; for additional information we refer to [8] ; see also [11] , Ch. 1. We fix a finite field F q .
A q-ary linear code is a subspace C ⊆ F n q , where n is called the length of C, k = dim C being its dimension, the ratio R = k/n is called the rate of C. The minimum distance d = d(C) is the minimum Hamming weight wt(c), i.e. the number of nonzero coordinates, of c ∈ C \ {0}; the ratio δ = d/n is called the relative minimum distance. We say in this case that C is an [n, k, d] q -code.
Algebraic geometry codes
All our curves here and below are smooth projective absolutely irreducible over a finite field F q ; let Y be such a curve of genus g, let D be an F q -rational divisor of degree a ≥ g − 1, and let (see, e.g., [11] 
be the associated function space. For a set P = {P 1 , . . . , P n } of F q -rational points on Y with P Supp D = ∅ the evaluation map
is well defined. Whenever a < n this map is injective and its image is a linear q-ary code C(Y, D, P) of length n, dimension k ≥ a − g + 1 (by the RiemannRoch theorem), and distance d ≥ n − a (since the number of zeros of a function cannot exceed the number of poles). In fact, one can dispense with the above condition P Supp D = ∅ not spoiling the parameters of the codes C(Y, D, P).
Algebraic geometry codes (AG-codes below) have good parameters when the ratio of the number of F q -rational points on the curve to its genus is high enough; an optimal family of such curves is contained, e.g., in [6] .
Codes with many light vectors
Recall the following result from [1] :
2s , s = 3, 4, ... be fixed. Then for any δ 1 < δ < δ 2 there exists a sequence of binary linear codes {C n } of length n = qN, N −→∞ and
Here A dn is the number of minimum weight vectors in C n ,
and
is the binary entropy. Here and below all logarithms are binary. The function E s (δ) has two zeros 0 < δ 1 < δ 2 < 1 − 2
−2s
and is positive for δ 1 < δ < δ 2 . A simple calculus shows that the function
is everywhere strictly positive on the whole ]0,1[, strictly increasing on ]0, 
The case of superballs
We beging with a consruction which is an extremely simplified and slightly modified version of constructions from [2] , [3] (see also Chapter 8 in [4] ), which permit to construct good lattices from good codes.
Simplified construction D.
Let C be a linear binary codes with parameters [n, k, d]; we can and will consider C as a subset of R n . Fix an integer t ≥ 2. Let C d = c 1 , . . . , c a be the set of minimum weight vectors in C, where a = A d (C). We define Λ as the lattice in R n generated by Z n and the vectors {c i /t} for i = 1, . . . , a. We express this in the following way:
Note that any c ∈ Λ \ {0} can be written as follows:
Our aim is to formulate some sufficient conditions on C, t and X under which the lattice Λ(C, t) gives an estimate of the form (1.1) for B X corresponding to the norm || · || X on R n . It means that we want minorate the number N s (Λ, X) of the shortest nonzero vectors in Λ(C, t) exponentially in n. We look for conditions under which the set of the shortest nonzero vectors contains λC d . Since N s (Λ, X) is invariant under a rescaling Λ → νΛ, we can always suppose that the minimum norm is one, applying a rescaling, if necessary. For classical superballs we get Proof. We prove this first for p = 1, and then for any p ≥ 1. If s = 3, q = 64, δ = 1/2, n = qN = 4d, and C is an [n, k, d]-code from Theorem 2.1 (and thus n = 64N, k = ⌈15N/7⌉, d = 16N with N → ∞) then for More generally, for the same C and X = l
for an absolute positive constant h which confirms the conjecture (1.1) for the classical superballs, i.e. unit balls B 
Remark 3.2.
For p = 2 this result essentially coinsides with the result of the simplest construction in [12] . However, other results of [12] are considerably better, that is, have larger constant c in (1.1). The reason is that they are obtained applying rather advanced construction E from [2] , [3] which is adapted for Euclidean balls and has no clear counterpart for p = 2.
Some generalizations
The authors of [5] consider the following more general superballs, given by the inequality
where f is some k-dimensional body's distance function, and n is a multiple of k. Moreover, they consider certain inhomogeneous generalizations of (4.1).
Let us show that (1.1) remains valid in that inhomogeneous setting. Let us fix positive integers k, l, m ≥ 1, a finite collection K = {k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k m } of positive integers with max{k j : j ∈ [1, m]} = k, a finite collection of exponents
We suppose for simplicity that each function f i , i = 1, . . . , m verifies the following, relatively moderate, monotonicity condition:
which is true, e.g., for a separable f i (x 1 , . . . , x ki ) = f 1 (x 1 )+f 2 (x 2 , . . . , x ki ); note, however, that this condition can be considerably weakened (if not eliminated completely). Define then a family B = {B
X ⊂ R n , n ≥ n 0 of generalized superballs by the inequalities
where f j ∈ F , p j ∈ P and x j = (x i1 , . . . , x i k(j) ), i.e. f j depends of k(j) ∈ K variables in S j for some partition {S j }, j = 1, . . . , t(n) of [1, n] such that
We denote by X (n) the Minkowski space with the unit ball B In this notation we have 
]-code C ′ from Theorem 2.1 with and put n = n ′ /µ = n ′ klm = 4klmd. We are going to complete (to lengthen) C ′ by zeros to get an [n, k ′ , d]-code C and then apply (3.1). To do that we consider first the family L = {f j , j = 1, . . . , t(n)}. Since f j ∈ F and |F | = m, there exists j 0 ∈ [1, m] s.t. |T 0 | ≥ n/m = kln ′ for T 0 = {j : f j = f j0 }, and we fix such T 0 . Further we consider the family of exponents {p j , j ∈ T 0 }. Since any p j ∈ P and |P | = l, we get as before that
sending the components of a vector v ∈ F n ′ 2 one by one to the first component of x j for j ∈ T 1 setting all other components to zero. Finally, put C = Φ(C ′ ). One easily calculates then that
and let v ∈ Λ(C, t) \ {0} for an integer t ≥ 2. We write v = r t v 0 + v 1 as in (3.2) and consider two cases: r = 0 and r = 0. For r = 0 the condition (4.2) implies that
whereas for r = 0 we get ||v|| X (n) ≥ ρ pj 1 by the definition of ρ. We take then t = max{⌈ν n ⌉, ⌈ρ −1 ⌉}, λ = 1/t in (3.1). The above inequalities for ||v|| X (n) show that elements of 1 t C d are of minimum nonzero norm ν n /t pj 1 and thus
Mµn which finishes the proof after an appropriate rescaling.
Remark 4.2.
It is clear that the above conditions can be generalized further at the expense of more cumbersome formulations and further deterioration of constants in (1.1). Moreover, there are some evident classes of norms, e.g. those invariant under coordinate permutations, for which it is natural to seek candidates for validity of (1.1), but we do not explore here this possibility. However, Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 give already an argument in support of Conjecture (1.1).
Remark 4.3.
We do dot care here about the density of our packings; note, however, that the constructed families are "asymptotically good" (i.e. having the packing density Ω(2 −κn ) for a constant κ > 0) albeit very poor for their density (κ is very large).
